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Novagrade® releases the “Double Gripper”, the world’s most rugged 
universal digiscoping adapter. 

   
 
Wilsonville, OR – May 2018 – After completing extensive field testing with 
military and law enforcement groups around the world Novagrade® is making its 
“Double Gripper” Phone Adapter available to the civilian market.   Two 
independent spring systems and an anodized aluminum frame ensures zero 
chance for misalignment even when subjected to extreme shock and vibration.   
 
The new Double Gripper enables a user to connect their cell phone to any 
spotting scope, binoculars or microscope to capture still photos and video. The 
Double Gripper is the only one on the market that allows the user to accept any 
phone (in or out of its case) in just 5 seconds or less. 
 
Novagrade®’s compression ring  technology automatically centers the optics, is 
lightning fast and eliminates the need for set screws which could damage the 
eyepiece.   The attachment system is so secure it is used on the full line of 
Novagrade® products, including that for full size tablets.   Novagrade® is the 
choice of military and law enforcement personnel needing rugged, field tested 
equipment for video surveillance. 
 
“Plastic adapters simply do not hold the phone securely or let you use your 
own case.  Tactical squads need the flexibility to adapt to whatever phone 
is being used at the time.”  Says Doug Porter, CEO of Novagrade®. “Our 
adapters are made of anodized aluminum and stainless steel here in 
Oregon and designed to last a lifetime.   With our innovative compression 
ring system you can use the same adapter on anything you own from a tiny 
microscope eyepiece to your largest spotting scope.  It is so secure you 
can lift your tripod off the ground with it.  Guides love the fact that they can 
readjust the grippers to accept client phones in less than 5 seconds so 
everyone can take home memorable images.” 
 
Founded in 2012 by a team of engineers and avid outdoors people, Novagrade® 
is the only company that makes a complete line of through the lens adapters for 
phones, cameras and tablets. Novagrade® also makes special purpose direct 
eyepiece projection adapters for backcountry researchers and adventurers. 
 
For more information visit their website at www.novagrade.com. 
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